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Abstract: Selective manipulation of spin states in iron(II) complexes by thermal or photonic energy is
a desirable goal in the context of developing molecular functional materials. As dynamic spin-state
equilibration in isolated iron(II) complexes typically limits the lifetime of a given spin state to
nanoseconds, synthetic strategies need to be developed that aim at inhibited relaxation. Herein we
show that modulation of the reaction coordinate through careful selection of the ligand can indeed
massively slow down dynamic exchange. Detailed structural analysis of [FeL]2+ and [ZnL]2+ (L:
tris(1-methyl-2-{[pyridin-2-yl]-methylene}hydrazinyl)phosphane sulfide) with crystallographic and
computational methods clearly reveals a unique trigonal-directing effect of the extended-tripod ligand
L during spin crossover, which superimposes the ubiquitous [FeN6] breathing with trigonal torsion,
akin to the archetypal Bailar twist. As a consequence of the diverging reaction coordinates in [FeL]2+

and in the tren-derived complex [Fe(tren)py3]2+, their thermal barriers differ massively, although the
spin crossover energies are close to identical. As is shown by time-resolved transient spectroscopy and
dynamic 1H-NMR line broadening, reference systems deriving from tren (tris-(2-aminoethyl)amine),
which greatly lack such trigonal torsion, harbor very rapid spin-state exchange.

Keywords: spin crossover; Bailar twist; prismatic coordination; line broadening; chemical exchange

1. Introduction

Numerous first-row transition metal complexes with a d4 to d7 electron configuration possess
energetically close lying spin states. A jump in thermal energy or admittance of alternative energy
sources (X-rays, UV/Vis photons) can be used to stimulate crossover among these states (spin crossover,
SCO) [1–5]. The spin isomers are sharply discretized by their magnetic properties, but in many cases
they also differ substantially in complementary observables, such as UV/Vis absorption. It is the
combined switching of magnetic and optical properties that renders this class of compounds highly
promising as opto-magnetic actors and sensors [6,7]. The most prominent example is SCO between the
low-spin (ls; 1A1g/t2g

6, S = 0) and high-spin (hs; 5T2g/t2g
4eg

2, S = 2) states in iron(II) complexes (d6)
(Equation (1); γhs and γls denote the spin-state molar fractions).

ls− [Fe]
kL→H



kH→L

hs− [Fe]; Ksco = γhs/γls = kL→H/kH→L (1)

As a prototypical example of a chemical equilibrium, the spin states underlie constant exchange
with kH→L and kL→H as the rate constants of hs and ls decay, respectively. Thermal equilibration can
be sometimes “frozen out” at cryogenic temperatures [8–12], so that minority states can be enriched as
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meta-stable species through irradiation with light or via rapid freezing. The former effect was coined as
light-induced excited spin-state trapping, LIESST, whereas thermal induced excited spin-state trapping,
TIESST, has been established as an alternative method for kinetic stabilization via rapid freezing [9].
Around ambient temperature, however, the exchange reactions are very rapid, leading to randomizing
spin states within a few nanoseconds in most iron(II) complexes [13–24].

Our serendipitous observation of spin state lifetimes in the microsecond range for a
number of six-coordinate iron(II) complexes therefore marks a notable exception that demands
rationalization [25,26]. Ligands of the extended-tripod type with a unique thiophosphoryl capping
unit (L in Scheme 1 and derivatives thereof) were found to harbor hindered SCO kinetics, irrespective
of solvent nature and the presence of dioxygen. Through synthetic fine tuning of the ligand periphery
and of the heterocycle, we could recently further extend the time domain of SCO to the millisecond
range [27]. Based on extended laser-flash photolysis (LFP) studies in concert with XRD-calibrated
density-functional theory modeling, we correlated the exceptionally slow SCO kinetics with the nature
of SCO reaction coordinates.

In this picture, slow exchange prevails, when the reaction coordinate consists of two components;
(i) trivial isotropic “breathing” of the coordination sphere due to (de)population of anti-bonding eg-type
orbitals in the (ls) hs state; (ii) anisotropic torsion of the coordination sphere along a (pseudo) C3 axis,
akin to Bailar’s trigonal twist [28]. Actually, L and derived ligands are known to facilitate the synthesis
of trigonal prismatic complexes [29–31]. This correlation acknowledges previous structure-spin
state correlations [32], that are based on structural–chemical considerations going back to the early
1970s [33–42]. In particular, the idea of a taming of the SCO dynamics via ligand-imposed trigonal
torsion is a recurrent motif of research. The antipode of fast exchange prevails, as long as the reaction
coordinate is largely limited to isotropic “breathing”. Intriguingly, the topologically related family
of iron(II) complexes with tren-derived ligands (tren: tris-(2-aminoethyl)amine) falls in this second
class of rapidly exchanging SCO systems. Large room temperature exchange rate constants kobs of
1.1 × 107 s−1 and 1.4 × 107 s−1 have been extracted from LFP studies of [Fe(tren)py3](ClO4)2 and
[Fe(tren)imid3](BF4)2, respectively [27,43].
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Scheme 1. Extended tripodal κ6N polyimine ligands investigated in this study (proton numbering in L
applies also for (tren)py3); iron(II) complexes of the literature known imidazole ligands L’ [31] and
(tren)imid3 [44–48] serve as DFT reference systems.

As a matter of fact, high susceptibility towards even subtle variations in the ligand sphere is a
more general feature of the SCO phenomenon. Structure–function relations have been discussed in
some detail [49], mainly with respect to SCO thermodynamics and control of cooperativity among
SCO manifolds [50], however. By contrast, the probably broadest experimental work on SCO dynamics
dates back to 1996 [22], while the latest review in the field stems from 2004 [21]. Clearly, the knowledge
on the SCO exchange kinetics in general and the ligand-borne effects on kinetics in particular require
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significant extension. In this work we therefore set out to provide deeper insights into the structural
dynamics of spin crossover of the complexes [FeL]2+ and [Fe(tren)py3]2+ and its interrelations with
the phenomenological spin-state dynamics. X-ray crystallography of zinc(II) and iron(II) complexes
of L and comparison with [FeL’]2+ [27] served to calibrate DFT-based structure prediction of the
experimentally elusive hs states of [FeL]2+ and [Fe(tren)py3]2+. Based on an in-depth analysis of the
calibration and prediction structure datasets, we suggest hs-state structures that show strong trigonal
distortion in [FeL]2+ but are still in line with octahedral coordination in [Fe(tren)py3]2+. The respective
zinc(II) complexes prove to be valid real-world structure models in both cases. Accordingly, the SCO
reaction coordinates of both iron(II) complexes are concluded to be distinctly different, despite the
largely conserved donor set and topology. Ligand-imposed trigonal torsion akin to the Bailar twist is
evident in [FeL]2+, but is absent in [Fe(tren)py3]2+. Divergence in the reaction coordinate is manifest
in the SCO dynamics, as is consistently measured by laser flash photolysis and VT-NMR spectroscopy.
The latter technique allows a direct phenomenological differentiation between “slowly” and “rapidly”
exchanging SCO systems through qualitative inspection of NMR linewidths.

2. Results

2.1. Structural Characteristics of [FeL]2+ and [ZnL]2+

2.1.1. Complex Synthesis and Solid State Structures

Ligand L was prepared along a published route [25,30] by reaction of the thiophosphoryl
hydrazide (S)P(NMeNH2)3 with three equivalents pyridine-2-carbaldehyde in methanol. In situ
complexation with the hexahydrates of iron(II) tetrafluoroborate and zinc(II) perchlorate affords deep
red and colorless solutions, respectively, from which the products precipitate in good yields within
hours. Elemental analysis indicates 1:1 metal ligand stoichiometry and the presence of ethanol as
solvate. NMR spectra reveal (averaged) C3 symmetry in both cases. A detailed discussion of the spectra
is given below. Single crystals of [FeL](BF4)2 and [ZnL](ClO4)2 that were suitable for XRD structure
elucidation were obtained from concentrated solutions in MeCN within few days via isothermal
diffusion of diethyl ether. Both compounds crystallized as MeCN solvates. Crystallographic details
are summarized in Table 1, pertinent structural features are given in Table 2.

The iron(II) complex crystallizes in the orthorhombic space-group type P212121 with 1.5 MeCN
molecules per complex. The asymmetric unit contains two complex units of complementary helicality.
While the overall packing is unexceptional, we note π-stacking between pyridine moieties of two
adjacent complex units and a dispersive interaction between the capping sulfur atom and a methyl
group. The zinc(II) complex also crystallizes as MeCN solvate in the monoclinic space-group type
P21/c. The solid-state structure lacks intermolecular interactions between complex cations. The cation
structures are found to be distinctly dependent on the nature of the central ion (Figure 1; structure
details in Table 2). The iron(II) complex reveals fairly regular N6 coordination with little variation in
the Fe–N bond lengths and only minor cis-angle distortion. The iron ion is well centered in the N6

coordination sphere; the displacement δ is small. Its negative value signalizes displacement towards
the “P(S)-clamped” side. An average Fe–N bond length of 1.952(15) Å indicates ls configuration of
the d6 ion, which is in agreement with 1H-NMR resonances in the range of 9.0 ppm > δ > 2 ppm,
typical of diamagnetic compounds. Projection of the coordination sphere along the (pseudo) C3 axis
reveals significant distortion from a regular octahedron (right in Figure 1). The trigonal twist angle θ
was introduced by Hendrickson et al. in order to quantify such Bailar-type [28,36] distortions of L6

coordination spheres. The trigonal twist angle θ amounts to 60◦ for a regular octahedron and gives 0◦

for a trigonal prism. With a value of θ = 43.4(8)◦, the coordination pattern of [FeL]2+ is well within the
range observed for ls-iron(II) complexes of N6 ligands of the extended tripod type and closely mimics
structure analogues with pyridine derivatives [26,51]. As the experimental data are closely matched by
a DFT-derived vacuum structure of the isolated complex with respect to bond lengths and angles (see
Table 2), only minor matrix effects may be expected. This conclusion is corroborated by crystallographic
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work-in-progress, which indicates conserved complex metrics of [FeL]2+ and [ZnL]2+, even when the
counter ion is varied. It is emphasized, however, that matrix effects through counter ion variation
or solvates commonly and strongly affect the phenomenology of SCO. Tris(2-picolylamine)iron(II)
dichloride, for instance, may be ls, hs or undergo SCO, depending on the nature of co-crystallized
alcohol in an unpredictable manner [52]. Accordingly, the trigonal twist angle θ of the hs-complex
[FeL’]2+ was recently shown to be significantly biased by matrix effects, firstly causing some deviation
of the DFT-derived and experimental values and, secondly, enhancing the susceptibility towards the
counter-ion [27].
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Figure 1. (left) Side views and (right) projections along M–P–S of molecular structures of (top)
[FeL](BF4)2 and (bottom) [ZnL](ClO4)2. Ellipsoids of 50% probability; only the dicationic complexes are
shown; counterions, solvent molecules, and hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. Dark grey:
carbon, blue: nitrogen, yellow: sulfur, light orange: phosphorous, dark orange: iron, light grey:
zinc atoms.

Table 1. Crystallographic data.

Compound [FeL](BF4)2·1.5 CH3CN [ZnL](ClO4)2·1.5 CH3CN

Sum formula C24H28.5B2F8FeN10.5PS C24H28.5Cl2N10.5O8PSZn
M (g·mol−1) 756.57 791.37

Shape and color black plate colorless column
Size (mm3) 0.41 × 0.31 × 0.16 0.44 × 0.25 × 0.21

crystal system orthorhombic monoclinic
space group P212121 P21/c

a (pm) 1134.21(5) 909.34(12)
b (pm) 1532.91(7) 3165.3(3)
c (pm) 3673.55(18) 1628.1(2)
α (◦) 90 90
β (◦) 90 136.39(3)
γ (◦) 90 90
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Table 1. Cont.

Compound [FeL](BF4)2·1.5 CH3CN [ZnL](ClO4)2·1.5 CH3CN

V (106 pm3) 6387.0(5) 3232.2(19)
µ (mm−1) 0.671 1.104

ρcalcd. (g·cm−3) 1.574 1.626
Z 8 4

T (K) 150(1) 150(1)
2 θmax (◦) 52.00 52.00

reflns. Measured 27,331 24,831
reflns. Unique 12,295 6322

parameters/restraints 932/253 475/114
R1 (I ≥ 2σ(I)) 0.0578 0.0699
R1 (all data) 0.0810 0.0820

wR2 (I ≥ 2σ(I)) 0.1078 0.1606
wR2 (all data) 0.1180 0.1680

u, v 0.0427, 1.3949 0.0472, 12.7098
S 1.018 1.109

Flack parameter x 0.012 (12) n/a
ρmax/ρmin (e × 10−6 pm−3) 0.50/−0. 53 0.99/−0.90

CCDC number 1564278 1564279

w = [σ2(Fo
2) + (uP)2 + vP]−1 with P = [max(Fo

2, 0) + 2Fc
2]/3.

Table 2. Pertinent geometric parameters ((average) bond lengths in Å; angles in ◦; standard deviations
in parentheses) of the complexes [FeL]2+ and [ZnL]2+ from XRD analysis and DFT calculations
(italicized). a

[FeL](BF4)2 ls-[FeL]2+ [ZnL](ClO4)2 [ZnL]2+

distances (Å)
dFe–N(ald) 1.924(7) 1.930(1) 2.244(16) 2.254(2)
dFe–N(py) 1.979(10) 1.974(1) 2.133(11) 2.134(2)

dFe–N 1.952(15) 1.952(11) 2.19(2) 2.19(3)
bite 2.520(6) 2.535(2) 2.657(4) 2.677(1)

Fe–P 3.123(3) 3.162 3.482(5) 3.509
h b 2.225 2.216 2.587 2.586
δ c −0.017 −0.014 +0.425 +0.389

angles (◦)
cis Nald–Fe–Nald 90.4(9) 90.6(1) 79.8(6) 81.2(2)
cis Npy–Fe–Npy 91.1(14) 91.2(1) 97(3) 95.9(1)

bite angle 80.4(2) 81.0(1) 74.7(4) 75.1(3)
trans Npy–Fe–Nald 166.2(12) 167.7(1) 145(2) 148.1(2)

distortion
∑cis/◦ d 76.2 57.9 163.3 164.4
θ◦ e 43.4(8) 45.0(1) 19(2) 22.3(1)

S (Oh) f 1.464 1.168 8.613 7.147
S (TP) f 9.306 10.007 2.135 2.700

a Optimisation with BP86-D/TZVPP; b distance between the triangular faces of N(ald)3 and N(py)3; c metal
displacement from the coordination center; d summed deviation from 90◦ of 12 N–Fe–N cis angles; e trigonal
distortion ([22]); f continuous shape measures S(Oh) and S(TP) with reference to the centered octahedron and the
centered trigonal prism, respectively ([40,42]).

Moderate trigonal distortion is a common structural feature when trigonally directing ligands
are used [37]. This also becomes evident from an analysis in terms of the holistic continuous shape
measures S(Oh) and S(TP). These measures, as introduced by Avnir and Alvarez et al. [40,42], approach
zero when the experimental structure is in good agreement with a reference polyhedron (in our
case, Oh and TP denote the centered regular octahedron and the centered regular trigonal prism,
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respectively). Clearly, [FeL]2+ with S(Oh) = 1.464 is well described by an octahedron with only
moderate trigonal distortion.

Distortion from Oh of the coordination sphere of [ZnL]2+ is significantly stronger. Averaged
trigonal twist angles amount to only 19(2)◦, so that the coordination is rather describable as a
moderately distorted trigonal prism. This conclusion is corroborated by the small value of the
trigonal shape measure S(TP) = 2.135. In part, global distortion may be tracked to quite severe
cis-angle distortion; in particular ∑cis of the zinc(II) congener strongly exceeds distortion in the iron(II)
complex. Concomitant with cis-angle distortion, severe bending from 180◦ of the nominal trans-angles
(Npy–Fe–Nald) is observed, accompanied by significant variation of the Zn–N bond-lengths. As this
variation is donor-type specific (d(Zn–Nald) > d(Zn–Npy)), the result is an expulsion of the zinc
ion to the “loose” end of the coordination sphere. The displacement from the center δ is large and
it is positive. In this context, it is thus important to note that the displacement pattern observed
for complexes of L (d([FeL]2+ < 0; d([ZnL]2+ > 0) is the opposite of that reported for complexes of
(tren)py3 [53]. As noticed earlier [27], both ligands are members of distinctly different classes, owing to
their different cap topologies. In particular, nominally hexadentate (heptadentate, if the apical nitrogen
atom is considered) (tren)py3 rather consists of three largely independent diimine arms, giving 3 × 2
coordination [54].

hs-iron(II) [27] and zinc(II) complexes [31] with structure motifs akin to [ZnL]2+ have been
previously received with ligands of the extended tripod type. The quite general surrogate function of
zinc(II) for hs-iron(II) is clearly a result of the coinciding ionic radii of Zn2+ and hs-Fe2+. In consequence,
the structure of the elusive hs-state of [FeL]2+ must be expected to be strongly distorted towards
a trigonal prism as well. This conclusion is fully corroborated by an XRD-calibrated DFT study
(see below).

2.1.2. Complex Structures in Solution via 1H-NMR Spectroscopy

The solid state structures of [FeL](BF4)2 and [ZnL](ClO4)2 revealed coordination units with
approximate C3 symmetry along the M–P–S vector. The occurrence of only a single set of resonances
in the 1H-NMR spectra indicates conserved symmetry in MeCN solution. While sharp resonances
with resolved spin–spin coupling are recorded in the case of the zinc(II) complex, rather broad lines
prevail at room temperature for most proton sites of the iron(II) complex (for proton assignment, see
Scheme 1). Here spin–spin coupling is mostly blurred through severe line broadening, but becomes
resolved upon decreasing the temperature. Low-temperature spectra recorded close to the freezing
point of the solvent allowed unambiguous assignment. 2D-COSY spectra recorded in [D3]MeCN at
room temperature are shown in Figure 2 (region of resonances of aromatic protons, H1−4 and H5).
Besides the aforementioned differences in line width, the quite different spectral widths and the
diverging peak positions deserve attention.

The resonances of the zinc(II) complex assemble in a very dense pattern, covering a chemical
shift range ∆δ of only 0.54 ppm. The spectral width is significantly smaller than the widths reported
by Breher et al. [29] for both the free ligand (∆δ = 1.30 ppm) and the respective copper(I) complex
(∆δ = 1.15 ppm). By contrast, the resonances of the aromatic protons (and H5) of the iron(II) complex
are spread out over a 2.11 ppm range. The increase in spectral width is mainly associated with the peak
position of the ortho-proton resonance (H1), which is located at 8.12 ppm and 6.52 ppm for the zinc and
the iron complex, respectively. The substantial upfield shift, also with respect to the free ligand, points
to a structure imposed origin. Actually, the crystal structure of [FeL](BF4)2 reveals close contacts of H1

and nitrogen atoms of a neighboring pyridine (d(H1···N) ≈ 2.5 Å) allowing efficient spatial overlap
with its π-system. In turn, the lowfield positioned resonance of H1 in the zinc complex indicates the
lack of anisotropy effects and, therefore, the lack of close contacts of H1 and other pyridine units.
This is in agreement with the crystal structure of [ZnL](ClO4)2, where d(H1···N) ≈ 2.9 Å and H1 is
fully displaced from the aromatic ring plane of neighboring pyridine. We conclude that the structures
of both complexes as found in the crystal are largely conserved upon dissolving the complex salts in
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MeCN. We further conclude that the solution structures of the ls-iron(II) complex [FeL]2+ and of the
hs-iron(II) surrogate [ZnL]2+ are distinctly different.Inorganics 2017, 5, 60  7 of 22 
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Figure 2. 1H-NMR COSY spectra (200 MHz; D3-MeCN) at ambient temperature; (left) [ZnL](ClO4)2;
(right) [FeL](BF4)2; inset: assignment of proton sites.

2.1.3. DFT Structure Elucidation of Elusive hs-[FeL]2+

While the ls-iron(II) complex of L could be structurally characterized by XRD crystallography, only
indirect structure information of the elusive hs-state is available. In particular, the trigonally distorted
structure of the respective zinc(II) complex suggests similar metrics of hs-[FeL]2+. In order to validate
this hypothesis, the structure variability of the iron(II) and zinc(II) complexes of L was investigated
with DFT methods and calibrated by XRD data as far as possible. A comparison of XRD-derived
data and complex metrics from DFT data (BP86-D/TZVPP) is given in Table 2. Very good agreement
among both datasets is obtained with respect to all pertinent bond lengths, non-bonding distances,
bond angles and several measures of complex distortion (results of a functional scan for ls-[FeL]2+ are
summarized in Table S1). The successful modeling of ls-[FeL]2+ and [ZnL]2 encouraged a DFT-based
structure prediction of hs-[FeL]2+ that has been performed by use of a variety of functionals, in order
to judge the reliability of the overall prediction and the robustness of the metrical parameters. Pertinent
structural data of hs-[FeL]2+ are compiled in Table 3. Data for the reference systems ls-[Fe(tren)py3]2+

and hs-[Fe(tren)py3]2+ are given in Tables S2 and S3.

Table 3. Pertinent geometric parameters of DFT-optimized hs-[FeL]2+.

B3LYP a0
a = BP86 PBE TPSS0 TPSSh

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25

Bond lengths [Å]

dFe–N(ald) 2.197 2.211 2.226 2.230 2.238 2.253 2.199 2.200 2.205 2.198
dFe–N(py) 2.132 2.150 2.169 2.175 2.186 2.198 2.134 2.138 2.161 2.152

dFe–N 2.164 2.181 2.198 2.203 2.212 2.225 2.167 2.169 2.183 2.175

distortion

∑cis/◦ b 150.1 154.7 160.2 161.2 163.9 171.2 150.5 151.2 159.8 155.6
θ/◦ c 24.0 22.2 20.5 20.3 20.2 17.8 24.3 24.3 20.4 21.5

S(Oh) d 6.54 7.13 7.78 7.86 7.91 8.92 6.51 6.45 7.82 7.39
S(TP) d 3.09 2.66 2.27 2.24 2.24 1.79 3.12 3.19 2.24 2.48

a amount of exact exchange; b summed deviation from 90◦ of 12 N–Fe–N cis angles; c trigonal distortion ([22]);
d continuous shape measures S(Oh) and S(TP) with reference to the octahedron and the trigonal prism,
respectively ([40,42]).
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While a certain functional-imposed bias on the bond lengths and the distortion measures of
hs-[FeL]2+ cannot be denied (similar conclusions hold for the other iron(II) complexes under study),
the overall appearance of the coordination sphere is independent of the functional. All optimizations
of hs-[FeL]2+ consistently reveal substantial trigonal tortion towards prismatic coordination (averaged
across all functionals, θ amounts to 21.6(7)◦). Notably, the range of the trigonal twist angles matches
the respective value of the zinc(II) congener. Furthermore the averaged Fe–N bond lengths of the
hs-iron(II) complex (d(Fe–N) = 2.188(7) Å) very well match the bond lengths of the zinc(II) complex
(d(Zn–N) = 2.194 Å). Finally, the small values of the trigonal shape measures (S(TP) = 2.53(20)),
again akin to [ZnL]2+ with S(TP) = 2.70, clearly prove [ZnL]2+ to be a convincing structure model of
the hs-iron(II) complex and assign hs-[FeL]2+ as a trigonal prismatic complex (Figure 3a).
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Figure 3. (a) Side view of the merged DFT-derived structures of hs-[FeL]2+; (b) side view and (c) top
view along S–P–Fe of the [FeN6] coordination sphere (BP86-D/TZVPP); (d,e) show side and top view
along of the [FeN6] coordination sphere of hs-[Fe(tren)py3]2+ (BP86-D/TZVPP).

Comparison with the optimized hs-structures of the well-established reference compound
[Fe(tren)py3]2+ reveals a much weaker tendency towards the trigonal prism (Figure 3b; Tables S2 and S3).
Averaged over all optimized structures, θ amounts to 47.1(4)◦. Again there is very close agreement
among the metrics of the optimized iron(II) complex and the data of the respective zinc(II) complex,
both from DFT (θ = 46.3◦) and XRD (θ = 45.9◦; from [53]), further supporting the structure proposal for
elusive hs-[Fe(tren)py3]2+. The conclusion of a structure conserving SCO is obvious for [Fe(tren)py3]2+:
Shuttling between the ls and the hs states of this complex induces the typical expansion/contraction
of the coordination sphere by ≈0.2 Å for each Fe–N bond, but leaves the overall shape and appearance
of the coordination unit greatly unaffected (apart of the spin-state dependence of the apical Fe–N7

distance). Accordingly, [Fe(tren)py3]2+ is well modeled by an ideal octahedron in both spin states, as
can be read from the small values of the octahedral shape measures (ls: S(Oh) = 0.65(5); hs: S(Oh) =
2.12(4)).

2.2. DFT-Derived SCO Energies of [FeL]2+ and [Fe(tren)py3]2+

Previous DFT work on the SCO energies of iron(II) complexes of some extended-tripod ligands has
revealed matching ls-hs energy spacing within the couple [FeL’]2+ and [Fe(tren)imid3]2+ [27]. On the
B3LYP*-D/TZVP level of theory (amount of exact exchange a0 = 0.15), the apparent SCO energies
of these complexes were identical within DFT accuracy (∆SCOE = E(hs) − E(ls); positive values of
∆SCOE indicate a ls ground state). Experimental results from VT-UV-Vis spectroscopy corroborated
the proximity of the SCO energies. As a matter of fact, the apparent SCO energies of [FeL]2+ and
[Fe(tren)py3]2+ obtained in this work likewise match, when computed on the B3LYP*-D/TZVPP level
of theory (Table 4). Comparison with the reference systems indicates significantly higher SCO energies,
pointing to greatly favored ls-states and higher SCO transition temperatures, T1/2. This qualitative
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conclusion is fully supported by the experimental properties of both compounds. XRD data are in line
with ls-complexes in the crystal at 150 K, whereas NMR and UV-Vis spectroscopy consistently rule out
more than very minor hs-contributions in solution around room temperature.

In order to avoid overemphasizing of the B3LYP*-derived data, we have undertaken more
extensive evaluations of the SCO energies via variation of the amount of exact exchange of the parent
B3LYP functional within 0.00 < a0 < 0.20, both for the calibration couple [FeL’]2+/[Fe(tren)imid3]2+

and for the prediction couple [FeL]2+/[Fe(tren)py3]2+ (Table 4). Electronic energies E are reported
throughout. Although harmonic frequencies have been computed for all complexes, we refrain
from using DFT-derived entropies ∆SCOS to adjust the scale to free energies, ∆SCOG. Plots of the
derived apparent SCO energies of the four complexes against a0 are convincingly linear as is generally
observed [55–58], showing structure-independent slopes but structure-dependent offsets (Figure S1,
in Supplementary Materials). Across the a0 scan, we consistently find the ls forms of [FeL]2+ and
[Fe(tren)py3]2+ favored versus their reference compounds by 24(1) kJ·mol−1 and 27(1) kJ·mol−1,
respectively. Reasonably assuming similar SCO entropies of ∆SCOS ≈ 80 J·(K·mol)−1, among this set
of structurally related complexes, transition temperatures T1/2 > 450 K are expected for [FeL]2+ and
[Fe(tren)py3]2+. These assumptions are corroborated by VT-UV-Vis and VT-NMR spectroscopy.

Table 4. Functional scan of apparent SCO energies of iron(II) complexes from Scheme 1. a

∆SCOE (kJ·mol−1)

a0
b = 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20

[FeL]2+ 153.4 116.7 79.4 46.6 10.3
[Fe(tren)py3]2+ 154.2 116.3 80.0 46.2 14.8

[FeL’]2+ 127.7 89.7 54.1 21.2 −9.0
[Fe(tren)imid3]2+ 123.3 87.3 52.8 20.5 −9.0

a Structures fully optimized with B3LYP-D/TZVPP; 0.00 < a0 < 0.20; b amount of exact exchange.

2.3. Dynamics of SCO in [FeL]2+ and [Fe(tren)py3]2+

2.3.1. Optical Spectroscopy

[FeL](BF4)2 and [Fe(tren)py3](ClO4)2 give deeply red and purple solutions. The colors correspond
to intense absorption bands (εmax > 8000 cm−1·M−1) at λ = 500 nm and λ = 560 nm, respectively. As is
typical for combinations of iron(II) with π-accepting ligands, the Vis transitions can be associated with
charge transfer from the iron(II) center to the ligand (MLCT). As is shown via VT-UV-Vis spectroscopy
of solutions of [FeL](BF4)2 in MeCN (Tmax = 345 K), the MLCT transition is only marginally affected at
elevated temperature (Figure S2). That is, peak position and intensity are conserved, with a very slight
intensity loss of <5% at the highest available temperature. This observation points to high-lying SCO
transition temperatures, in agreement with the predictions from DFT.

Previous work has shown that MLCT excitation of ls-iron(II) gives the meta-stable hs-state in
a selective way. Ultra-fast depopulation of the MLCT-like Franck-Condon state concomitant with
quintet-state population generally occurs on the sub-ps timescale, greatly independent of ligand nature.
Accordingly, the MLCT-state in a structure analogue of [FeL]2+ is depopulated within few hundreds of
femtoseconds [26]. We note in passing that there is much current interest in “taming” of MLCT states,
aiming at longer MLCT-state lifetimes [24,59,60]. Laser-flash photolysis is therefore used to drive the
SCO equilibrium (Equation (1)) towards the hs-state by means of a short-lived photochemical stimulus.
Recovery of the equilibrium is recorded via transient absorption spectroscopy [13–24]. This acquisition
scheme has been shown previously to be applicable for a number of iron(II) complexes [25–27].
Transient-absorption spectra recorded directly after ns-laser excitation of solutions of [FeL](BF4)2

and [Fe(tren)py3](ClO4)2 in MeCN and MeOH are shown in Figure 4a. Owing to the spectral
transparency of the hs-state in the Vis regime, the transient spectra are dominated by diagnostic
bleach signals (∆A < 0), which reflect the positions and relative intensities of the peaks in the ground
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state absorption spectra. Additional transient absorbance (∆A > 0) appears in the spectra of [FeL](BF4)2

in the near-UV region. This feature may be associated with the MLCT transition of the meta-stable
hs-state. In the spectra of [Fe(tren)py3](ClO4)2 such transient absorption below 400 nm is absent;
bleaching extends all over the spectrum. Different from [FeL](BF4)2 the tren-derivative exhibits an
additional intense MLCT-like transition in this spectral region. Bleaching of this intense transition
through ls depopulation obviously outweighs the MLCT contribution of the meta-stable hs-state.
Both the transient spectra and decay kinetics are only marginally affected by the solvent. I.e., the spectra
recorded in MeOH and MeCN match almost ideally (squares and circles in Figure 4a). There is no
spectral evolution during the course of transient decay. Decay profiles can be convincingly fitted to
single-exponential decay functions, with time constants that are independent of the wavelength across
the complete spectrum. The return to baseline absorption points to highly reversible photophysics and
is in line with the implications of photo-induced SCO.
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Figure 4. (a) Normalized transient absorption spectra recorded directly after laser excitation at 532 nm
(MeOH; T = 298 K; Iexc ≈ 3 mJ; fwhm ≈ 9 ns): [FeL]2+ (OD532 = 0.36; black) and [Fe(tren)py3]2+

(OD532 = 0.15; green); additional data recorded in MeCN are given as square symbols; (b) transient
decay profiles recorded at 500 nm for [FeL]2+ (black: MeOH; grey: MeCN) and at 560 nm for
[Fe(tren)py3]2+ (green).

The lifetimes of transient decay, τobs (τobs
−1 = kobs = kH→L + kL→H; kH→L and kL→H denote the rate

constants of the hs→ls and the ls→hs transitions, respectively) are obtained from mono-exponential
fits of the experimental data at variable temperature. As both compounds under study are ls-compounds
with very small contributions of the hs-state at experimentally available temperatures, it becomes
kL→H << kH→L, so that kobs ≈ kH→L. That is, the decay profiles in the transient absorption spectra are
fully dominated by the relaxation of the minority component. It is noted at this point that intrinsically
slower techniques may allow an ad-mixing of the decay of the majority component (see the NMR
discussion below).

Table 5. Pertinent results from LFP of the iron(II) complexes in MeCN.

[FeL]2+ [Fe(tren)py3]2+

Ea [kJ·mol−1] 22(1) a 7.8(3) b

kH→L [106 s−1] b 0.46 15.9
kL→H [106 s−1] c <0.005 <0.2

a thermal barriers of 21.9 ± 0.3, 21.6 ± 0.3 and 20.9 ± 0.6 kJ·mol−1 have been recorded in MeOH, dichloromethane
and water, respectively [25]; b measured in acetone, taken from [43]; decay rate constant at room temperature;
c estimated with KSCO = γhs/γls < 0.01 at room temperature.

Notably the decay dynamics differ considerably among both compounds (Figure 4b). The decay
rate constant kobs = 1.6 × 107 s−1 of [Fe(tren)py3](ClO4)2 is in qualitative agreement with previous
measurements in acetone [43]. Decay of [FeL](BF4)2 is substantially slower, yielding a decay rate
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constant of kobs = 4.6 × 105 s−1. The sharp difference in the decay dynamics of both compounds
is attributed to distinctly different activation barriers. Arrhenius treatment of the rate constants
of [FeL]2+ measured within a temperature range 250 K < T < 320 K gives a linear plot, ln(kobs) vs.
1/T (Figure S3). A thermal barrier of Ea = 22.2 kJ·mol−1 is extracted in MeCN solution (Table 5),
which well compares with previous experiments in other solvents, but deviates strongly from the
reported value of Ea = 7.8 kJ·mol−1 of [Fe(tren)py3]2+. It is noted that our data on [Fe(tren)py3]2+,
admittedly preliminary, indicate a somewhat stronger temperature dependence of its spin-state
relaxation: While we obtain perfect agreement with the reported rate constants at T = 260 K, we record a
lifetime of 65 ns at 293 K, which is significantly shorter than Hendrickson’s 95 ns. With our preliminary
data, we estimate Ea ≈ 12 kJ·mol−1, which appears to be in closer agreement with NMR-derived
dynamics (see below). A more extended LFP study will of course be required to validate our result.
Suffice to state here that the thermal barrier in [Fe(tren)py3]2+ will be around 10 kJ·mol−1.

Although the solvent properties in the series MeCN, MeOH, water, dichloromethane vary widely
(polarity, hydrogen bonding, internal pressure), the thermal SCO barriers of [FeL]2+ are identical
within experimental error. The indifference of the SCO kinetics to solvent properties is in line with
an inherently small solvent dependence of the SCO phenomenon deduced by Navon, Bixon and
Jortner from statistical arguments already in 1980 [61]. A major steering effect of the solvent on the
SCO thermodynamics has been recently reported by Halcrow et al. and Petzold et al., though [62,63].
In both cases, strong effects of solvent-complex hydrogen bonding were invoked to rationalize the
results. Respective effects on the SCO kinetics of these systems have not been reported yet. In this
context, it is interesting to note that the SCO kinetics of a hydroxyl-substituted congener of [FeL]2+

have been previously found to vary significantly with solvent [26].

2.3.2. VT-NMR Spectroscopy

The above results of optical spectroscopy in concert with the large preference for the ls-state
in DFT are manifest also in the room temperature 1H-NMR spectra in [D3]MeCN of [FeL]2+ and
[Fe(tren)py3]2+. The resonances cover the range typical of diamagnetic compounds (9 ppm > δ > 1 ppm)
and they largely stay in this region irrespective of temperature. Figure 5a highlights the temperature
dependence of the “aromatic proton” region of [FeL]2+ in [D3]MeCN between 245 K < T < 340 K,
measured at a frequency of 400 MHz. Evidently temperature has little effect on the peak positions,
shifting the resonances by, at most, 0.6 ppm across the temperature range (Figure 5b). The sign and
the relative size of the temperature induced shifts correlate with the residual spin density on the
respective proton sites (from DFT studies). This points to a slight growing-in of hs-species at elevated
temperatures. Measurements at even higher temperatures in [D5]nitrobenzene at 500 MHz corroborate
the picture of a beginning SCO with still minor contributions of the hs-species (Figure S4); by contrast,
in pure hs complexes of polypyridine ligands, ortho-proton resonances are typically low-field shifted
beyond δ > 50 ppm. For instance, the ortho-proton resonance of [FeL’]2+, which is hs in [D3]MeCN
at all accessible temperatures, was recorded at δ= 82 ppm at T = 295 K [27]. A maximum shift of
the H1 resonance in [FeL]2+ by ∆δ = 6 ppm at close to 400 K therefore refutes contributions of the
hs-state exceeding γhs > 0.10. Largely the same observations are made for solutions of [Fe(tren)py3]2+

in [D5]nitrobenzene (500 MHz), although the thermal shift of some protons is somewhat larger
(H5; ∆δ = 9 ppm; Figure S5). Taken together, the observations fully support the prediction of high-lying
SCO transition points at T1/2 > 450 K in both compounds. We note further that the datasets of [FeL]2+

in [D3]MeCN and [D5]nitrobenzene nicely overlap (H1; filled and open symbols in Figure 5b; a Curie
plot of the chemical shifts is given in Figure S6), ruling out significant ligand-structure effects of the
SCO thermodynamics.
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Figure 5. (a) VT-1H-NMR spectra of [FeL](BF4)2 (400 MHz; [D3]MeCN; zoom on “aromatic protons”;
intensities are not to scale; (b) temperature-dependent drift of resonances due to H1−5 in [FeL](BF4)2

(for proton assignment, see Scheme 1); open symbols: [FeL](BF4)2 (500 MHz; [D5]nitrobenzene);
half-filled symbols: [Fe(tren)py3](ClO4)2 (H1; 500 MHz; in [D5]nitrobenzene).

Only at temperatures close to the freezing point of MeCN the spin–spin coupling in [FeL]2+

is resolved. By contrast, the resonance of H1 in [Fe(tren)py3]2+ is already well resolved at 288 K
(500 MHz). The spectral information is in both cases progressively lost upon increasing the temperature:
The moderate temperature-induced drift of the resonances is accompanied by substantial broadening
of the resonances in both complexes, however, with significantly sharper lines in [Fe(tren)py3]2+ at all
temperatures. Notably, the extent of line broadening of [FeL]2+ at a given temperature increases with
the Larmor frequency. At T = 298 K, the linewidth of the H1 resonance in [FeL]2+ (LW, full-width at
half maximum) amounts to 19 Hz, 34 Hz and 42 Hz (the latter value at T = 288 K), when measured
at 200 MHz, 400 MHz and 500 MHz, respectively. The field dependence points to a dynamic origin
of the line broadening. In previous work on bis-meridional coordinated iron(II) complexes [63–65],
we have recorded field-dependent NMR line broadening, which could be quantitatively analyzed in
terms of a two-sites chemical exchange model. In particular, the linewidths could be correlated with
the kinetics of SCO (kobs = kL→H + kH→L). In the fast-exchange limit of a two-sites model, chemical
exchange distinctly contributes to the transverse relaxation time R2 and, thus, to the linewidth LW
(R2 = π × LW). The R2 values can be approximated from Equation (2) with ∆ωH = (C0/T + C1) × ω

(∆ωH denotes the difference in proton Larmor frequency of ls and hs state; C0 and C1 denote the Curie
constant and its first-order correction).

R2 = {(1− γhs)R2(ls) + γhs · R2(hs)}+ {γhs(1− γhs)
∆ω2

kobs
} (2)

As such the NMR method requires knowledge of the chemical shifts of the (elusive) ls and hs
state (C0 and C1) and the thermodynamic parameters of SCO (∆SCOS and ∆SCOH). In the current case
of [FeL]2+ and [Fe(tren)py3]2+, however, some simplifying assumptions are possible. Both compounds
are (close to) entirely ls at room temperature, so that the second term in Equation (2) can be
approximately neglected, as long as the temperature remains well below T1/2. In a second step,
the first term is taken to be independent of temperature, so that all temperature dependence now
resides in the third term of Equation (2). With these assumptions and simplifications, we derive
Equation (3), which quantifies the change of R2 relative to the pure ls state (∆R2 ≈ R2 − R2(ls)).
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∆R2 ≈ γhs(1− γhs)
∆ω2

kobs
(3)

With this simplified equation in hands, two aspects deserve attention. Firstly, the temperature
dependence of the transverse relaxation and therefore of LW, must be expected to have a bell-like
shape (γhs (1 − γhs), maximum at T = T1/2). As the factor (∆ω2/kobs) decreases continuously with
increasing temperature, the maximum linewidth LWmax is located at Tmax < T1/2. Such bell-shaped LW
versus T plots in the NMR spectra of bis-meridional coordinated iron (II) complexes have been recently
reported by us together with a detailed analysis in terms of admixed SCO dynamics [63,64]. While,
in principle, each of the parameters γhs, ∆ω and kobs in Equations (2) and (3) must be considered
structure-dependent, the coinciding SCO energies ∆SCOE from DFT (Table 4) and the close similarity of
the temperature drift in the NMR spectra of [FeL]2+ and [Fe(tren)py3]2+ (Figure 5b), rule out significant
ligand-structure imposed differences in γhs and ∆ω. That is, within this couple of complexes, effects
of the SCO dynamics on the NMR linewidths are expected to be effectively isolated from other
structural effects.
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Figure 6. Temperature-dependent 1H-NMR linewidths of proton H1; filled symbols: 500 MHz;
[D5]nitrobenzene; open symbols: 400 MHz; [D3]MeCN; blue lines: Model calculations of 1H-NMR
linewidths (LW = R2/π) in terms of Equation (2) (∆SCOH = 40 kJ·mol−1; ∆SCOS = 80 J·(K·mol)−1; C0

= 40000 ppm·K; Arrhenius frequency factor: A0(H→L) = 4 × 109 s−1; 500 MHz); red line: temperature
dependence of the ls relaxation rate constants kL→H/π (Arrhenius frequency factor: A0(L→H) = 6 ×
1013 s−1); (a) [FeL](BF4)2 with Ea = 22 kJ·mol−1; (b) [Fe(tren)py3](ClO4)2: Ea = 12 kJ·mol−1.

Model calculations of the linewidths of H1 in [FeL]2+ and [Fe(tren)py3]2+ in terms of Equation (2),
with reasonable estimates of ∆ω and kobs, show that this is actually the case and corroborate the validity
of the simplifications leading to Equation (3). Thereby ∆SCOH was fixed at 40 kJ·mol−1 (assuming
∆SCOS = 80 J·(K·mol)−1, this corresponds to T1/2 = 500 K), while the Arrhenius barrier of the hs
relaxation was allowed to vary between 22.0 kJ·mol−1 (as measured for [FeL]2+) and 12.0 kJ·mol−1

(as estimated for [Fe(tren)py3]2+). A comparison of the measured linewidths and the modeling results
in Figure 6 illustrates the impact of the SCO dynamics on the NMR linewidth. In particular, we find
very close agreement between experiment and model for [Fe(tren)py3]2+ (Figure 6b). Fair qualitative
agreement also prevails for [FeL]2+ (Figure 6a) at higher temperatures. This overall agreement
corroborates the underlying two-site model. Furthermore it gives indication of how strongly the
differences in SCO dynamics can translate into NMR parameters. In turn, the SCO kinetics may be
qualitatively estimated from NMR linewidths, provided that the inherent assumptions of Equation (2)
are valid across the complete temperature range. In this respect we note an obviously sharper decrease
of the linewidths in [FeL]2+ below 340 K. I.e., at lower temperatures, the two-site model systematically
overestimates the linewidths. Such deviations have been observed previously [64,65]. They have
been attributed to the breakdown of the fast-exchange approximation inherent to the two-site model,
rendering Equation (2) invalid at lower temperatures. In agreement with this notion, the experimental
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linewidths (400 MHz; open symbols in Figure 6a) well match the relaxation kinetics of the ls state
at T < 300 K (red curve in Figure 6a). Both the observation of large maximum linewidths and the
deviation from the two-site model at low temperature are fully in line with inherently slow SCO
dynamics in [FeL]2+. In other words, the linewidths progressively reflect the dynamics of the majority
spin state as soon as the SCO kinetics approaches the upper time limit of the NMR method; that is,
time averaging among the spin states is lifted.

3. Discussion

Functional materials built from switchable molecular units are currently intensely sought after.
Among the viable building blocks for such materials, SCO compounds based on iron(II) complexes hold
high potential for the following reasons. Firstly, iron(II) complexes provide the largest magnetic change
due to SCO; that is, Shs − Sls = 2. Secondly, in many cases the magnetic switching is accompanied
by sharply varied optical response in the visible spectral regime, typically shuttling between deeply
colored ls and faint or colorless hs states. Thus, thirdly, the systems are thermochromic and exhibit
(after Vis excitation) negative photochromism; that is, iron(II) SCO complexes are photonically
addressable. Finally, the wealth of experimentally accessible systems based on iron(II) provides
a stable phenomenological background for structure prediction and search. One of the most significant
drawbacks of iron(II)-based SCO compounds is their inherent kinetic lability towards thermal spin-state
scrambling. In other words, an individual molecule in the ls state that can in principle be selectively
addressed and driven to the hs state will lose its individuality spontaneously, and it will do so
rapidly. In consequence, discrete spin states stable towards thermal randomization require either
supramolecular concatenation via cooperative effects, cryogenic temperatures (LIESST effect) or
sufficiently high thermal barriers.

While the first two alternatives have been studied with high intensity, the latter point attracted
significantly less attention, although the concept of tuning of the SCO reaction coordinate points back
to the late 1960s and has been recurrently discussed ever since [22]. The SCO reaction coordinate
can be, in many cases, approximated as a (fully symmetric, isotropic) breathing of the coordination
sphere (single-configurational coordinate model). This situation is represented by the parabolas given
in black and red in Figure 7a. The hs parabola is shifted rightward with respect to the ls parabola
along the reaction coordinate by a certain factor q, which mainly reflects the spin-state dependence
of the metal-donor bond lengths. The horizontal shift of the parabolas establishes a thermal barrier
Ea that has to be overcome during SCO. Notably for FeN6 coordination compounds, if the isotropic
model were strictly valid (which is not the case), both the shift factor q and the thermal barrier Ea

become largely independent of ligand nature [11]. The only remaining option to tune and optimize
the thermal barrier then is the variation of the driving force of SCO [61]. This option, favorably
applied within complex families is represented by a green parabola in Figure 7a. Tuning of the
reaction coordinate in this context therefore necessarily means to add an anisotropic component to
the SCO induced molecular motion. Besides the coupled radial and angular motion in the hallmark
system [Fe(tpy)2]2+ [11,66–69], which has profound consequences for the SCO dynamics, only very
few other systems have been reported to couple the breathing motion to other vibration or torsion
modes. Based on a XRD-calibrated DFT study of iron(II) complexes, we have recently suggested
that the coordinate of SCO is heavily affected by the nature of the ligand. That is, ligands of the
extended-tripod type may impose a structural bias that distorts the hs-coordination sphere towards the
trigonal prism. As is shown in Figure 7a in terms of the emblematic picture of intersecting parabolas,
such additional structural changes will directly affect the reaction coordinate and, in consequence,
will massively affect the thermal barrier (blue in Figure 7a).

This conclusion is fully corroborated by the results of the present study, as outlined above.
The iron(II) complex of ligand L is clearly defined as being ls, having only slightly distorted
octahedral N6 environment. DFT optimization gives consistent results. The very same holds for
the well-established ls-complex [Fe(tren)py3]2+, which shows even smaller distortion both in XRD [53]
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and in DFT. In agreement with the strongly favored ls character of both compounds (1H-NMR,
UV-Vis, and DFT), direct structural information on the elusive hs states was not available in both
cases. The analogous zinc(II) complexes [ZnL]2+ (this work) and [Zn(tren)py3]2+ (from [53]), taken as
real-world surrogates of the elusive hs-species, reveal substantial structural differences that indicate
a major structure steering effect of the ligand. In particular, besides elongated metal–nitrogen
bond lengths, [Zn(tren)py3]2+ mostly echoes the metrics of [Fe(tren)py3]2+. This view is fully
confirmed by computed structures of hs-[Fe(tren)py3]2+, optimized with DFT methods on several
levels of theory. In consequence, SCO in [Fe(tren)py3]2+ may be termed “structure-conservative”,
in that an overall octahedral coordination prevails in both spin states. Strikingly, this is not the
case in [FeL]2+, where SCO induces quite severe molecular rearrangements in addition to Fe–N
breathing. This conclusion inevitably arises both from the experimental structure of [ZnL]2+ and
from the DFT-derived structural data of hs-[FeL]2+, which give consistent results. In particular,
the spin transition induces significant torsional motion within the coordination sphere along the
Fe–P–S direction, so that both the zinc(II) complex and the optimized hs-[FeL]2+ structures are
no longer adequately described as being octahedral. Overall, SCO in [FeL]2+ cannot be termed
“structure-conservative”, as the hs structure rather approaches a trigonal prismatic structure.
As a matter of fact, essentially prismatic coordination of hs-iron(II) has been recently reported by us to
hold for [FeL’](BF4)2 and a closely related complex. We thus conclude that SCO in [FeL]2+ likewise
shuttles between an octahedral ls state and a trigonal prismatic hs state.
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Analysis of the structural changes of SCO in terms of the continuous shape measures of Avnir
and Alvarez further accentuates the distinctly different influence of the ligand. While the (computed)
ls and the hs state structures of [Fe(tren)py3]2+ give close-lying features on the Oh–TP shape map
(red in Figure 7b), a much larger area of the map is covered by the ls and the hs state structures of
[FeL]2+ (blue in Figure 7b). Furthermore, both the ls and the hs state structures of [FeL]2+ match
the implications of Bailar’s trigonal twist pathway (line in Figure 7b; [28]). SCO in [FeL]2+ along the
Bailar twist is thus highly probable. Additional XRD and DFT work is currently under way to validate
this conclusion.

Once having the structural details of SCO in both compounds clarified, the question naturally
arises, whether or not the modulated reaction coordinate in [FeL]2+ gives rise to decelerated SCO
dynamics. Corresponding results from time-resolved laser spectroscopy and VT-NMR spectroscopy
leave no doubt that this is actually the case. The bleach recovery curves of transient absorption
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recorded after Vis excitation reveal decay rate constants for [Fe(tren)py3]2+ and [FeL]2+, which differ
by more than one order of magnitude at room temperature, but tend to deviate even more strongly as
the temperature is reduced. In consequence, the thermal barrier of SCO in [FeL]2+ is almost doubled
with respect to [Fe(tren)py3]2+. Consistent with the LFP results, dynamic line broadening of the NMR
resonances is much more expressed for [FeL]2+. In agreement with the structural argumentation
outlined above, we associate the qualitatively different thermal barriers with qualitatively modulated
reaction coordinates. In contrast with this conclusion, we rule out the trivial effects of SCO driving
force on the reaction barriers (green in Figure 7a). As DFT-derived SCO energies and thermal drifts
of the resonances in the NMR spectra have shown, [Fe(tren)py3]2+ and [FeL]2+ share very similar
SCO energies.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Computational Methods

All DFT calculations were performed using ORCA2.9.1 [70]. Large TZVPP basis sets [71] were
used throughout. The functional scan covers GGA type functionals (PBE [72], BP86 [73]), meta-GGA
type functionals (TPSS [74]), hybrid functional (TPSSh [75], B3LYP [76,77]) and four derivatives of
B3LYP (20% exact exchange a0) with reduced exact exchange (0.00 < a0 < 0.15). The structures of
[FeL]2+ and of the well-established [Fe(tren)py3]2+ were optimized in their ls and hs states using
each functional. The structures of the respective zinc(II) complexes [ZnL]2+ and [Zn(tren)py3]2+ were
optimized with BP86 and B3LYP* (a0 = 0.15). Cartesian coordinates of the B3LYP*-optimized structures
of all complexes are given in Tables S4–S9 in the ESI. Apparent SCO energies (∆SCOE = E(hs) − E(ls);
negative and positive values of ∆SCOE denote hs and ls states, respectively) were derived within
the B3LYP family of functionals through application of Jakubikova’s concept [57] and referenced
to the experimentally known systems [FeL’](BF4)2 [27] and [Fe(tren)imid3](BF4)2 [44–48]. The SCF
energies were converged to 10−7 Hartree in energy. Dispersion contributions were approximated using
Grimme’s DFT-D6 atom-pairwise dispersion corrections [78]. Within the B3LYP derivatives dispersion
was approximated with the parent B3LYP functional’s parameters. Numerical frequency calculations
of the BP86-derived structures revealed the stationary points to be minima on the potential surface.

4.2. Materials and General Techniques

All manipulations were performed under an argon atmosphere using standard Schlenk techniques.
Diethyl ether was distilled from sodium–potassium alloy/benzophenone and acetonitrile from CaH2

prior to use. CD3CN was vacuum transferred from CaH into thoroughly dried glassware equipped
with Young Teflon valves. (S)P(NMeNCHPy)3, was synthesized according to literature procedures [30].
All other chemicals were purchased from Aldrich (Schnelldorf, Germany,) or ABCR (Karlsruhe,
Germany,) and were used as received.

4.3. Instrumentation

Elemental analyses and mass spectrometric investigations were carried out in the institutional
technical laboratories. UV/Vis spectra in solution were measured using a Varian Cary 50 spectrometer
(Varian, Darmstadt, Germany) equipped with a UV/Vis quartz immersion probe (light path 1 mm,
Hellma), in a home-built measuring cell. LFP experiments were performed with the 532 nm output
of a Nd:YAG laser system [79]. Transient decays were recorded at individual wavelengths by the
step-scan method in the range of 320 to 700 nm and obtained as the mean signal of eight pulses.
Spectral resolution was in the range of±5 nm. The duration of the pulses (fwhm ca. 8 ns; 2–3 mJ per pulse)
was generally much shorter than the decay lifetimes of the transient signals, so that deconvolution was
not required for kinetic analysis. Solutions of [FeL](BF4)2 and [Fe(tren)py3](ClO4)2 in high-purity
methanol or MeCN (conc.(Fe) ≈ 1 × 10−3 M) were rigorously deoxygenated by flushing with
analytical grade argon for 20 min prior to and kept under argon during measurement in sealed
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quartz cuvettes. For data acquisition at variable temperatures we used a temperature-controlled cell
holder (Quantum Northwest, model TC 125). IR spectra were measured using the ATR technique
(attenuated total reflection) on a Thermo Nicolet iS5 FT-IR spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Berlin, Germany) in the range from 4000 cm−1 to 400 cm−1. Solution NMR spectra were recorded with
Bruker Avance instruments (Bruker, Rheinstetten, Germany) operating at 1H Larmor frequencies of
200, 400 and 500 MHz and are referenced according to IUPAC recommendations [80]. Chemical shifts
are given relative to TMS for 13C and 1H, and H3PO4 for 31P. Proton spin–spin coupling patterns in
the 1H-NMR spectra of [FeL](BF4)2 and [ZnL](ClO4)2 were simulated in MestReC. Linewidths were
measured by fitting to Lorenzian shaped curve in Topshim2.1 package. No corrections for possible
H–H coupling were applied. The linewidths are generally susceptible to temperature variations and
should be seen as good estimations with ca. 10% uncertainty.

4.4. X-ray Crystal Structure Determination

Crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction were obtained from acetonitrile layered with diethyl ether or
by diethyl-ether diffusion into acetonitrile solutions. Data were collected at 150.0(1) K using an “Agilent
Xcalibur” diffractometer (Agilent Technologies, Yarnton, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom) equipped
with a goniometer in κ geometry, a “Sapphire3” CCD-detector, and a graphite-monochromated
“Enhance” Mo Kα source (λ = 0.71073 Å). Diffraction images were integrated with CRYSALISPRO [81].
An analytical absorption correction using a multifaceted crystal model was performed [82].
The structure was solved with SHELXT-2014 [83] using a dual-space method and refined with
SHELXL-2017 [84] against Fo

2 data using the full-matrix least-squares algorithm. OLEX2 was employed
as a front end [85]. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms were located
on difference Fourier maps (for the complex cations) or their positions were inferred from neighboring
sites (for acetonitrile molecules). They were refined with standard riding models. Structure graphics
were produced using MERCURY [86].

In [ZnL](ClO4)2, the three separate acetonitrile molecules are disordered over the same center
of inversion. They have been modelled as rigid bodies (fragment imported from FragmentDB [87])
using enhanced rigid-bond and ADP-similarity restraints. A tightened isotropy restraint was applied
to the otherwise physically meaningless anisotropic displacement parameters (ADPs) of the terminal
carbon atoms C42 and C52. The occupancy of all acetonitrile molecules was fixed at 0.5 after
checking the number of electrons contained in their volume segment using PLATON/SQUEEZE [88].
In [FeL](BF4)2, the tetrafluoroborate ion containing B40 exhibits disorder and was modeled in two
discrete positions as regularly tetrahedral using tight 1,2-distance, 1,3-distance, rigid-bond and
ADP-similarity restraints. Occupancies refined to 0.649(9)/0.351(9); the average B–F bond length
refined to 1.355(6) Å. Additionally, the acetonitrile molecule was found rotationally disordered
and was modelled in two discrete positions using tight rigid-bond and ADP-similarity restraints.
The occupancies refined to 0.74(2)/0.26(2). Due to problems with the beam stop and reflection overlap,
seven and ten ill-measured low-angle reflections had to be excluded at the final stage of the refinement
of [ZnL](ClO4)2 and [FeL](BF4)2, respectively. The relevant details of the crystals, data collection, and
structure refinement are found in Table 1.

4.5. [FeL](BF4)2: [{(S)P(NMeNPy)3}Fe](BF4)2

The synthesis of the iron(II) complex from a tetrafluoroborate precursor has been described
in detail recently [25]. Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction were obtained from acetonitrile
solutions at 4 ◦C by isothermal diffusion of diethylether within a few days. Yield: 80%. Elemental
analysis: Calc. (%) for C21H24FeN9SPB2F8·0.5 EtOH: C 36.80, N 17.56, H 3.79, S 4.47, found: C 37.70,
N 17.58, H 3.48, S 4.02. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, [D3]MeCN, –32 ◦C): δ [ppm] = 8.63 (d, 4J = 2.8 Hz, 3H,
H5), 8.15 (m, 6H, H3,4), 7.43 (m, 3H, H2), 6.52 (d, 3J = 5.6 Hz, 3H, H1) 3.47 (d, 3J = 12.8 Hz, 9H,
N–Me). {1H}13C-NMR (50.32 MHz, [D3]MeCN, 25 ◦C): δ [ppm] = 156.2 (s, 3C, pyC), 154.7 (s, 3C, pyC),
151.3 (d, 3J = 8 Hz, 3C, C=Nald), 140.5 (s, 3C, CAr), 129.2 (s, 3C, CAr), 128.1 (s, 3C, CAr), 38.4 (d, 9C,
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2J = 3 Hz, N–CH3). {1H}31P-NMR (80.95 MHz, [D3]MeCN, 25 ◦C): δ [ppm] = 65.5. HR-MS (ESI) Calc.
for C21H24FeN9PS: [M]2+ = 260.5473; found: [M]2+ 260.5475. IR (KBr): ṽ [cm−1] = 3432bs, 3102w, 3056w,
2923w, 1607s, 1576m, 1466s, 1444m, 1243m, 1161s, 1052s, 952m, 897w, 802s, 572w, 519w.

4.6. [ZnL](ClO4)2: [{(S)P(NMeNPy)3}Zn](ClO4)2

To a stirred solution of (S)P(NMeNCHPy)3 (104 mg, 0.22 mmol) in 4 mL degassed ethanol a solution
of [Zn(ClO4)2 × 6 H2O] (83 mg, 0.22 mmol) in 2 mL ethanol was added dropwise at room temperature.
After stirring the obtained colorless suspension over night the reaction mixture was filtered and the
precipitate washed with 2 × 3 mL diethylether. Colorless crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction were
obtained from acetonitrile solutions of the complex salt by isothermal diffusion of diethylether at 4 ◦C
within a few days. Yield: 123 mg (77%). elemental analysis (%) calcd. for C21H24N9O6PSZnCl2O8:
C 34.56, H 3.31, N 17.27, S 4.39; found: C 34.36, H 3.28, N 17.23, S 4.06; 1H-NMR (200 MHz, 298 K,
[D3]MeCN): δ = 3.53 (d, 3JHP = 10.8 Hz, 9H, N–CH3), 7.72 (ddd, 3JHH = 7.8 Hz, 3JHH = 5.0 Hz,
4JHH = 1.5 Hz, 3H, H2), 7.87 (ddd, 3JHH = 7.8 Hz, 4JHH = 1.5 Hz, 5JHH = 0.8 Hz, 3H, H4), 8.12 (ddd,
3JHH = 5.0 Hz, 4JHH = 1.6 Hz, 5JHH = 0.8 Hz, 3H, H1), 8.18 (s (br), 3H, H5), 8.26 (dt, 3JHH = 7.8 Hz,
4JHH = 1.6 Hz, 3H, H3) ppm; 13C{1H}-NMR (50.32 MHz, 298 K, [D3]MeCN): δ = 35.3 (d, 2JCP = 10.0 Hz,
N–CH3), 127.1 (s, 3C, CAr), 127.8 (s, 3C, CAr), 139.8 (d, 3JCP = 9.0 Hz, C=Nald), 142.7 (s, 3C, CAr), 148.1
(s, 3C, CAr), 148.8 (s, 3C, CAr) ppm; 31P{1H}-NMR (80.95 MHz, 298 K, [D3]MeCN): δ = 56.2 (s) ppm.

Supplementary Materials: The following items are available online at www.mdpi.com/2304-6740/5/3/60/s1,
CIFs and checkCIF reports. Table S1: Pertinent geometric parameters of DFT-optimized ls-[FeL]2+, Table S2:
Pertinent geometric parameters of DFT-optimized ls-[Fe(tren)py3]2+, Table S3. Pertinent geometric parameters
of DFT-optimized hs-[Fe(tren)py3]2+, Figure S1: Dependence of DFT-derived apparent SCO energies ∆SCOE on
exact exchange a0, Figure S2: VT-UV-Vis spectra of [FeL](BF4)2, Figure S3: Arrhenius plot of transient decay
rate constants of [FeL]2+, Figure S4: VT-1H-NMR spectra of [FeL](BF4)2, Figure S5: VT-1H-NMR spectra of
[Fe(tren)py3](ClO4)2, Figure S6. Curie plot of the proton chemical shifts, Table S4: Cartesian coordinates of
DFT-optimized ls-[FeL]2+, Table S5: Cartesian coordinates of DFT-optimized hs-[FeL]2+, Table S6: Cartesian
coordinates of DFT-optimized [ZnL]2+, Table S7: Cartesian coordinates of DFT-optimized ls-[Fe(tren)py3]2+,
Table S8: Cartesian coordinates of DFT-optimized hs-[Fe(tren)py3]2+, Table S9: Cartesian coordinates of
DFT-optimized [Zn(tren)py3]2+.
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